INTRODUCING
THE NEW RANGE OF VARILUX®
PROGRESSIVE LENSES
EAGLE-EYE VISION FOR ALL

BE THE BEST, PRESCRIBE THE BEST.
A TOTALLY NEW RANGE OF VARILUX® PROGRESSIVE LENSES
THE RESULT OF CONSTANT INNOVATION SINCE 1959

Empower your presbyopic patients with the sharpest and most effortless vision
available through 100% digitally engineered Varilux progressive lenses.

The wearer is at the heart of the innovation process thanks to Essilor’s unique
R&D program, LIVEOPTICS™.

It ensures that all Varilux lenses are the result of an integration between two
disciplines: the knowledge of human behavior in real-life conditions, and the
knowledge of Optics and Materials Science.
The new range of Varilux® progressive lenses starts with NEW Varilux Comfort® W2+ lenses, the next standard in progressive lenses, raising the bar for the entire category.

Varilux Comfort W2+ lenses are crafted with W.A.V.E. Technology 2™ offering your patients sharper vision even in low light. W.A.V.E. Technology 2 identifies and reduces wavefront aberrations in the lens. It also customizes the lens to the patient’s dynamic pupil size caused by changing light conditions.

*Personalization available in NEW Varilux Comfort® W2+ Fit lenses and NEW Varilux Comfort® W2+ eyecode™ lenses
NEW Varilux® Physio® W3+ lenses provide your patients with smoother transitions from distance to near, in addition to sharper vision even in low light.

Varilux Physio W3+ lenses’ exclusive Binocular Booster uses the prescriptions from both eyes to calculate the lenses as a pair, letting the eyes work better together and maximizing your patient’s vision in any activity.

*Personalization available in NEW Varilux® Physio® W3+ Fit lenses and NEW Varilux® Physio® W3+ eyecode™ lenses
VARILUX S SERIES™ LENSES HAVE IT ALL.

Varilux S Series lenses also offer sharper vision and smooth transitions from distance to near. They feature all the most advanced technologies in the best lens Essilor makes, including an exclusive Varilux® lens innovation called Nanoptix™ Technology.

Nanoptix Technology uses a new and unique lens shape to virtually eliminate the peripheral distortion that can make some wearers feel off balance. This revolutionary innovation enables your patients to experience confidence in motion never achieved before.

*Personalization available in Varilux S Fit™ lenses and Varilux S 4D™ lenses
New Range of Varilux® Progressive Lenses

ELIMINATE OFF-BALANCE FEELING

SMOOTHER TRANSITIONS from distance to near

SHARPER VISION even in low light

PERSONALIZATION AVAILABLE

FIT TECHNOLOGY
Measures position of wear

EYECODE™ TECHNOLOGY
Measures your eye in 3D

FIT TECHNOLOGY
Measures position of wear

EYECODE™ TECHNOLOGY
Measures your eye in 3D

FIT TECHNOLOGY
Measures position of wear

4D TECHNOLOGY™
Provide ability to focus faster